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殴ER SpeeiaI ヽ 心ue on Synthesis and Voriガcation of Hardware Design 

Synthesis of Multilevel Logic Circuits from Binary 
Decision Diagrams 

SUMMARY In this paper, a new method of synthesizing 
multi-level logic circuits directly from binary decision diagrams 
(BDDs) is proposed. In the simple multiplexer implementation, 
the depth of the synthesized circuit was always O (n), where n is 
the number of input variables. The new synthesis method 
attempts to reduce the depth of circuits. The depth of the 
synthesized circuits is O (log n log w) where w is the maximum 
width of given BDDs. The synthesized circuits are 2-rail-input 
2-rail-output logic circuits. The circuits have good testability; it 
is proved that the circuits are robustly path-delay fa ult testable 
and also totally self-checking for single stuck-at faults. 
key words: logic synthesis, binary decision diagrams, comｭ
binational circuits 

1. Introduction 

Logic synthesis is one of the most important techｭ
niques in computer-aided design of VLSis and a lot of 
researches are undertaken[ 6], [9], [ I 2]. We discuss in 
this paper a new technique for multi-level logic syntheｭ
sis. The most successful and prevalent way of generalｭ
ing multi-level logic circuits from certain forms of 
specification is to go by way of two-level representaｭ

tion of Boolean functions. The synthesis techniques 
have become so efficient that it is possible to synthesize 
practical multi-level circuits, only if objective funcｭ
tions are once represented by two-level representation. 
However, it is well known that there are Boolean 
functions, among practically important ones, whose 
two-level representations become exponentially big 
with respect to the number of the input variables. 
Symmetric functions including parity functions and 
Boolean functions required for realizing arithmetic 

functions are such examples. Since it is infeasible to 
generate two-level representations for these functions, 
it is important to develop complementary synthesis 
techniques which does not go through two-level repreｭ
sentation. As one solution to this subject, we propose 
a method of generating multi-level logic circuit by way 
of binary decision diagram (BDD) representation[ l], 
[4] of given Boolean functions. 

A BOD represents Boolean functions in the form 
of directed acyclic graph. It is known that many 
practical Boolean functions are represented by practi-
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cal size of BDDs[7]. For example, the size of a BDD 
for n-bit parity function is O (n). In general, symmetｭ

ric functions of n input variables are represented by the 
BOD of size 0 （が）． There are also a lot of researches 
to minimize BDDs for given Boolean functions[5], [8], 
[ 11 ]. It is considered to be a promising approach to 
use BDDs as complementary intermediate representaｭ
tions to two-level representations. 

There have been attempts to synthesize comｭ
binational circuits or MOS implementation of them 

from BDDs[3], [13]. They are based on an idea that a 
given BOD is easily converted into a circuit implemenｭ
tation by replacing each node of the BOD by a selector 
or a switch. The size of the circuit obtained by this 
straightforward method is O (N) where N is the numｭ
ber of nodes of a given BOD. However, the depth of 
the circuit is O (n), where n is the number of input 

variables, even for simple functions. Of course、 it is 
possible to reduce the depth by applying multi-level 

minimization methods[ 12], [9], global optimization is 

not always guaranteed. In contrast, the method 
proposed in this paper aims at synthesizing multi-level 
circuits of small depth directly from BDD's. A treeｭ
like circuit is synthesized based on the fact that the 
Boolean functions represented by a BOD is computed 
by repetition of Boolean matrix multiplications. The 
depth of the synthesized circuits is O (log n log w), 
where w is the maximum width of the given BOD. If 
the w is bounded by some polynomial of n, then the 
depth of the circuits is O (log2 n) and much smaller 
than O (n). 

Another important feature of circuits synthesized 
by this new method is high testability. The circuits 
synthesized are 2-rail input and 2-rail output logic 
circuits. It is of course possible to further reduce the 
size of the circuits by converting them into usual 1-rail 
input and 1-rail output logic circuits. On the other 
hand, if we use the synthesized circuits as they are, the 
circuits are 1) robustly path-delay fault testable and 2) 

totally self-checking for single stack-at faults. 
In the following section, notation and definition 

of BDDs and Boolean functions are described. In Sect. 
3, the relation between Boolean functions represented 
by a BOD and Boolean matrix multiplication. In Sect. 
4, the new synthesis method is presented based on the 
computation method in Sect. 3, and the testability of 
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the synthesized circuit is discussed in Sect. 5. 

2. Binary Decision Diagram and I ts Quasi-Reduced 
Form 

2. I Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) 

A binary decision diagram (BDD) over 分＝｛0、 I} is 
defined as follows. This is an ordered[ 4]and shared 
(multi-output) [ 10] BDD. 
Definition 1: A BOD over :B is a 7-tuple B = (X, 
Nv, Ne 、 I, e0, e1, I), where 

X={O, 1, …, n -1} is a set of variable indexes. 
Nv is a set of variable nodes. 
Nc={eo, c1} is the set of constant nodes. 
l= {i1, E, …、 im}C (Nv U Ne) is the set of initial 
nodes. 
e0, e1 : Nv• (NvUNc) represents the 0-edge and 
the /-edge of variable nodes. 
/: (NvUNc) • (XU{n}) represents level of 
nodes and satisfies the followings: 

l(v) =n iff vENc, 

1 (u) < 1 (e0 (u)), I (u) < 1 (e1 (u)）．ロ

As for the variable order, node of larger level is located 
at the position nearer to the constant nodes. Co, c, are 
called the 0-node and the I-node, respectively. Pairs of 
nodes (v, e0(v)) 、（ v, e'(v)) are called the 0-edge and 
the /-edge of node v, respectively. The size of BDD B 
is defined as the number of nodes of B and denoted by 
size (B). The above definition allows BDDs which 
have nodes unreachable from any nodes. In order to 
exclude such BDDs, we assume that node v 
E NvU Ne satisfies either vE I or ヨ u[e0(u)=vV
e1(u) =v]. 

Each node v of a BDD represents Boolean funcｭ
tion fv: :13n• :B which is defined as follows. 

L。 =0 (inconsistency), fc1 = 1 (tautology), 

fv = Xt(Y) • feocv) + Xt(Y). /e•(v) (vE Nv). 

The Boolean functions 仏， f•2` …， L』 which are reｭ
presented by the initial nodes of BDD B are called the 
Boolean functions represented by B. 

2. 2 Reduced BDD and Quasi-Reduced BOD 

Variable node v is redundant if v satisfies e0 (v) = 
e'(v). Two variable nodes Vi and v2 are equivalent if 
Vi and l'2 satisfy e0(v1) =e0(112) and e1(v,) =e1(112). It is 
possible to delete redundant nodes and equivalent 
nodes in BDD B without changing the Boolean funcｭ
tions represented by B. This operation is called 
reduction. It is known that the unique BDD is 
obtained for each Boolean function by repeatedly 
applying reduction for BDDs[ 4]. This BOD is called 
a reduced BDD. 
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Fig. 1 Reduced BDD and quasi-reduced BDD. 

BOD B is called levelized if every variable node v 
satisfies l(e0(v)) =l(e1(v)) =l(v) + 1. Any BOD can 

be converted into a levelized BOD by adding redunｭ
dant nodes. Quasi-reduced BDD is defined as a levelｭ
ized BOD which has no equivalent nodes of the same 
level. Figure 1 (a) is a reduced BDD and Fig. I (b) is 
the quasi-reduced BOD that represents the same 
Boolean functions. Note that the 0-edge and I-edge of 
a node is illustrated at the lower left and the lower 
right of the node respectively. 
Proposition 1: Quasi-reduced BDDs have the followｭ
mg properties. 
(1) There is a unique quasi-reduced BOD for each 

Boolean function. 
(2) The size of a quasi-reduced BOD is at most n 

times as large as the size of the reduced BOD 
representing the same Boolean functions, where n 
is the number of input variables. 
Input variable X; is said to support function jj if 

jj is dependent on ふ (namely, jjふ、＝o=t=jjlxi=1). For 
simplicity, we assume that there are no input variables 
that support none of the output functions. Namely, we 
assume that at least one of the nodes of each level is not 
a redundant node. 

2. 3 Reachability between Levels 

A Boolean vector a= （伽， a1, …， Gn-1) E 分n(n=IXI)
is called an assignment to the variable vector x = (xo, 
ぷ…、 Xn-1). We define reachability between nodes 
under an assignment. 

a 
Definition 2: u• v denotes that node v is reachable 

from u under assignment a, whose formal definition is 
as follows. 

I) 
a 

u• u. 
a 

2) If 砂 (u) = v/¥b=az<u> then u• v. 
a a a 

3) If u• wand w• v then u• v. ロ

F 
a a 

or notational convenience, u• vi\ v-=+w is abbrevi-
a a 

ated as u• v-=+ w. The Boolean functions represented 

by a BOD has close relation with reachability from the 
initial nodes to the constant nodes. 
Proposition 2: The followings hold for each v E 
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(NvU Ne). 

fv (a)= 1 iff ~C1 ・

Jv (a) =0 iff ~Co-

Iil fh 

R。,n='
/;2 /;2 

五 ん

3. Reachability Matrix 

.. 
Definition 3: Let B b e a quasi-reduced BOD. Let 

m, and m11 be the numbers of nodes in levels / and k 、
respectively. Let us denote the nodes in level / by 

{v} 、 vf, …, v戸｝ and the nodes in level k by { vl, ~.…, 
炉｝． Then reachability matrix Rl,k is an mぷ mh
matrix whose (i, j)-element,;,j: 即→J3 is defined as 

follows: 

だ(a) ＝l iff vi上社． ロ

Namely, (i, j)-element of RL,1c is a Boolean function 

that becomes 1 if and only if j-th node of level k is 
reachable from i-th node of level /. For example, in 

the BDD in Fig. 1 (b) 、

[ R。」=：。x。:。]， R1,2=[： ［ :゚:l·
The following formula gives the general form of RL,1+1 

＝［戸］． Elements of Rl,L+1 depends only on variable 

Xt. 

ふ (e0(vf)=v1+1/\e1 (vf) キ v1+1)

ふ (e0 (vf) キ v1+1/\e1 (vf) ＝叶ぃ）
ri.j = { (l) 

0 (e0 (vf) キ v1+1/\e1 (vf) キ叶＋ 1)

I (e0 (vf)=v1+1/\e1(vf) = v1+1) 

When R t,h and Rh,k are given, R t,1c can be comｭ
puted by 

Rl,K =Rl,h •Rh,K 

where•means Boolean matrix multiplication (BMM). 
For example, 

R。,2=R。,1 • R,,2 

忙五x1 ：いこ］．
Note that R。,n represents reachability between the 

initial nodes and the constant nodes. For example, (1, 
1)-element and (1, 2)-element of R。,n become 1 iff 
constant node Co and c, 、 respectively, are reachable 
from the first initial node i1. It means,1ｷ1 =/;1 and r1ｷ2 

= /;1. The following formula gives the general form of 

R。,n•

Namely, 心 represents the Boolean functions reｭ

presented by the BOD. R。,n can be computed by BMM 
from reachability matrixes for adjacent levels. 

R。,n=R。,1 • R1,2 ·…•Rn-1,n• (2) 

In the method presented in this paper, a comｭ

binational circuit that computes R。,n is synthesized 

according to the above formula. Circuits that comｭ

putes Rt,z+1 and BMM are generated and combined. 

Reduction of dept~ of the circuit is achieved by conｭ

structing a tree of matrix multiplication circuits utilzｭ
ing the property that matrix multiplication is asｭ

sociative. 

4. Synthesis of Combinational Circuits 

4. I Implementation of Boolean Matrix Multiplicaｭ

tion 

Let P=[pらj], Q=［炉］ be pXr , r X q Boolean matrix. 

Then multiplication of P and Q results in p X q matrix 
R= ［戸］ whose (i, j) element is expressed as follows: 

だ＝pi,l O q l,j + pi,2 • q2,j+ …+ pi,r. qr,j 

T 

= 2 pi./c • q豆
k=l 

In the above formula, • represents logical AND and + 

represents logical OR. Implementation of BMM by a 

combinational circuit is straightforward. It is imｭ

plemented as a two-level AND-OR circuit. The circuit 

for each element of the resultant matrix has at most r 
product terms each of which consists of two literals. It 
follows that the total number of literals required for a 

whole BMM circuit is at most pqr. When we construct 
the circuit with AND and OR gates of two inputs, the 

depth and the number of gates are at most l+「 log r 1 
and 2pqr 、 respectively.

4. 2 Synthesis of Combinational Circuit 

Since the elements of Rz,z+1 are either 0, l , XL or x,, as 
is shown in formula (I), R1,z+1 is implemented only 
using connections. BMM is implemented as a twoｭ
level circuit as described in the previous subsection. 
Then a combinational circuit that implements the 

Boolean functions represented by a BOD is constructed 
according to formula (2). We can get different circuits 
depending on the order in which we apply BMM. In 

order to get the circuit of the smallest depth, we choose 
the order that leads to a tree of BMM circuits. For 
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f1 見 f.2 ち f~f
I -.;:., - - - - -~ - - - - - - -, 

:R。, 4 BMM 

［二;:1□-R-1ーー：2：こー：［喜已
X。 x。 X1X1 X竺2 X終3

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the synthesized circuit. 

example, in the case of n=S, we construct a circuit 
according to the following association: 

R 。, 8 = ( ( R 。, 1 • R 1 , 2 ) • ( R 2, 3 • R 叫 ) ・・ ( ( R4 , 5 • R s , s ) 

• (Rs,1ｷ R1,s)). 

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the synthesized 
circuit for n =4. Outputs J,, Ji, /3 and /4 represents 
f•19 fi29 is andfi4 、 respectively. The depth and the 
number of gates of the circuit are as in the following 
theorem. 

Another constraint which should be considered in 
the synthesis method in this paper is optimization of 
the circuit. As is noticed in examples, reachability 
matrix contains a lot of O's and 1's. Synthesized 
circuits can be much smaller by the transformation 
based on easiest simplification rules. In order to 
guarantee the testability discussed in the following 
section, we apply the transformation according to the 
following four rules. 

1) a• I• a. 
2) a・炉0.
3) a+ I• I. 
4) a十炉a.

We refer to the number of nodes in level / by the 
width of level /. The maximum width of a BOD is the 
maximum value of the width among all the levels. The 
depth and the size of synthesized BDDs are as follows. 
Theorem 3: Let n and w be the number of the input 
variables and the maximum width of a given quasiｭ
reduced BOD. Then the depth and the number of the 
gates of the synthesized circuit are O (log n log w), 
O(n研）， respectively, under constant fan-in restriction. 
Proof: As we shown above, the depth and the number 
of gates of BMM circuits, which computes multiplicaｭ
tion of p X r and r X q Boolean matrixes, are at most I 
+「 log r land 2pqr, respectively, when maximum fanｭ
in is restricted to 2. Therefore the depth and the 
number of gates of each BMM circuit making up the 
synthesized circuits are O (log w) and O (wり because
p., q,and r are less than or equal to w. Since the whole 
circuit is made up of n -l BMM circuits of log n 
levels, the depth and the number of gates of the circuit 
are O (log n log w), O(n研）， respectively. ロ
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5. Testability of the Synthesized Circuits 

As is shown in Fig. 2, the synthesized circuit is a logic 
circuit of 2-rail inputs and 2-rail outputs (a 2-rail logic 
circuit). Although we can reduce the size of the circuit 
by transforming it into a single-rail logic circuit, the 
circuit has good testability if it is implemented as a 
2-rail logic circuit. 
(1) The synthesized circuit is robustly path-delay 
fa ult testable[ 6]. 
(2) The synthesized circuit is totally self-checking[2] 
for single stuck-at faults. 
(1) means that all the path-delay faults, CMOS stuckｭ
open faults and multiple stuck-at faults are testable. 
(2) means that the circuit is on-line testable. These 
testabilities are owing to the fact that the synthesized 
2-rail logic circuit is monotone、 namely、 the circuit is 
constructed without negative gates. In the following 
subsections, the proofs for (1) and (2) are given. In 
order to establish the correspondence between assignｭ
ments for given BDDs and input vectors for synthesｭ
ized 2-rail logic circuits, we define mapping d :分n→

J32n as follows. 

d (a) ＝必必••dた 1, d1•= 
｛゜ 1 (if ai=0) 

10 (if a;= 1). 

5. 1 Robustly Path-Delay Fault Testability 

We define the criticality of paths of a logic circuit. A 
sequence of signal lines in a logic circuit S1S:が ••Sm is 
called a path of the logic circuit ifs; is an input of gate 
g; and S;+1 is the output of g; (for i = l, 2, …,Sm-1). 
Definition 4: Let d (a) be an assignment to a logic 
circuit. Path p= s心2… Sm of the logic circuit is critical 
under d (a) if a change of the signal value on s1 
propagates along p and observed at Sm, 

Next, we define sensitization of edges and paths of 
BDDs. 
Definition 5: Let e= (u, v) be an edge of a BOD and 
a be an assignment for the BOD. Edge e is said to be 
sensitized by a if the following condition holds. 

(e0(u) = v/¥al(U)=0)V(e1(U) ＝ v/\al(U)＝ l) ．ロ

A sequence of edges of a BOD (v1, v2) (v2, 叫…
(Vk-1, む） is called a path of a BOD. 
Definition 6: Path p is said to be sensitized by assignｭ
ment a if all the edges constructing p are sensitized by 
a. ロ
Lemma 4: The number of paths from node v to node 
u which are sensitized at the same time by an assignｭ
ment is at most one. In converse, if there is at least one 
path from v to u, there is an assignment that sensitizes 
the path. 
Proof: We can describe a path from node u to node 
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v by the following expression using appropriate conｭ
stants ho, bi, bz, …， bぃ：

p = (Vo, V1) (V1, ｽ) (½,叫… (Vk-1, V1,) 、

Vo=U 、 V1c= V, 

V;+1=eb'(v;) (i=O, l, 2, …, k- l) 、

Let lu= I (u) and Iv= I (v). The path from u to v that 
is sensitized by assignment a is described by the above 
expression by setting ho= a,u, b1 = alu+l, b2= alu+2, …, 
bぃ＝ a,,,- ）、 which is unique. In converse、 we can 
express any path from u to v by the above expression. 
By setting a,u= b。,alu+I= bi, = alu+z= b2, …, a,v-1 = 
b1c-1, we can get assignment a that sensitizes the path. 

ロLet us denote the condition on which node v is 
reachable from node u by ru,v, ru,v is a mapping 釘→

a 
分 and ru,v (a)= l iff u• v. The output of a BMM 

circuit represents ru,v for some nodes u and v. Let us 
denote the signal line that represents ru,v by Su,v, Let 
us describe AND and OR gates whose output signal 
line is y and input signal lines are a) 、 a2、…,am by y 
←AND(a] ， a2、…,am) _and y• OR(a) , a2, …`. m), 
respectively. Then ru,v is computed by the following 
subcircuit 

Su,v←OR(s如， s;.v, …` s年），

叫←｛：こ‘:：こ9::::：二。0:：：，
AND(su,w、,Sw、,v) ( otherwise) 

where wi is a node of level lw(l(u)<lw<l(v)). stv 
represents the condition in which vis reachable from u 
by way of w;. For this subcircuit, the following lemma 
holds. 
Lemma 5: Let d (a) be an assignment that sets the 
signal value of Sv,w, the output of an OR gate, to l. 
Under this assignment, only one of the inputs si．か
出，…， S年 of the OR gate becomes l and the rest of 
them become 0. In converse, there is an assignment 
that sets the signal value of arbitrary inputs如 to I and 
the rest of the inputs to 0. 
Proof: The fact that Su,v is 1 under assignment d (a) 

a 
is equivalent to u• v. Similarly, the fact that s如 is 1 

under assignment d (a) is equivalent to the fact that 
both r u,w、 and rw、,v are 1 and hence equivalent to 

a a 
u→防→ v. Since only one path from u to vis sensitiza-

ble at the same time according to Lemma 4, only one 
of stv 、 S弘，、…， S如 becomes 1 and the others stay 0. 
The converse is also deduced from Lemma 4. Since 
there exists an assignment that sensitizes path u• W1·• 
V 、 S如 can be set to I．ロ
Lemma 6: If the value of primary output o is 1 under 
assignment d (a), there are critical paths from primary 
inputs to o, which construct a tree. 
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Proof: Suppose output Su,v of a BMM circuit is takｭ
ing value 1 and yet critical under assignment d (a). 
Since only one input s如 ofthe OR gate takes value I 
(Lemma 5), s し． v is critical. Then Su,w、 and Sw、•v and 
signal lines connecting to them are also taking value 1 
and critical. 

Primary output o itself is taking value 1 and 
critical. By traversing signal lines from o according to 
the above discussion, we can get critical paths that 
reach primary inputs. We now prove that these critical 
paths construct a tree without reconvergences. 
Branches are caused only at AND gates. Let the inputs 
of an AND gate be Su,w、 and Sw、,v• The sets of the 
variables of the primary inputs that can reach Su,w、 and
Sw、,v are {xl(U)、…， Xl(w、)-1} and {Xl(w、)，… ,Xl(v)-1},
respectively. Since the two sets are disjoint, there is no 
possibility of reconvergences. We can therefore conｭ
elude that the critical paths construct a tree. ロ

Let us denote the tree of critical paths for primary 
output o sensitized by assignment d (a) by C~ca>• Let 
p be a path from primary input i which is contained in 
C~ca>• The responses for signal changes 0 • 1 and 1• 
0 can be observed at o because path p is critical. There 
are no hazards because there are no reconvergences 
(and also because the circuit is monotone). Therefore 
there is a robust test for the delay fault of path p. 

If there is assignment d (a) for an arbitrary path 
from a primary input to a primary output such that the 
path is contained in C~cal, the circuit is robustly 
path-delay fault testable. The premise is guaranteed by 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 7: For an arbitrary path p from a primary 
input to a primary output, there is assignment d (a) 
such that p is contained in C~ca) ・
Proof: Let {ti, 12、… ,t,.} be set of all the output lines 
of BMM circuits and Ri,t+i circuits that are contained 
in path p. Each ti corresponds to the reachability 
between two nodes. Let us denote the two nodes by 
Uj and Vj. Let T={u1 、 v1} U {u2, ~} U…U {u,., 叫
Note that there are no two different nodes of the same 
level. Let q be a path in BDD that contain all the 
nodes in T, and let a be an assignment that sensitize q. 
The existence of a is guaranteed by Lemma 4. Since 
Vj is reachable from Uj for all j under assignment a, the 
signal values of t1, t2, …,t,. becomes 1. By the same 
discussion in the proof of Lemma 6, path p that 
contains those nodes is critical. ロ
Theorem 8: Synthesized circuits are robustly pathｭ
delay fault testable. ロ

5. 2 Totally Self-Checking Property 

A synthesized circuit has 2n inputs and 2m outputs. It 
accepts vectors in D={Ol, lO}n and outputs vectors in 
R={Ol 、 IO}m. Vectors in D and R are called code 
inputs and code outputs, respectively. Vector in J3切
-D and 132m -R are called noncode inputs and 
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noncode outputs, respectively. 
Definition 7: A circuit is fa ult secure if, for every 
fault from prescribed set F, the circuit never produces 
an incorrect code output for code inputs. A circuit is 
self-testing if, for every fault from F, the circuit proｭ
duces a noncode output for at least one code inputs. A 
circuit is totally self-checking if it is both self-testing 
and fault secure. ロ

Lemma 9: Synthesized circuits are fault secure for 
single stuck-at faults. 
Proof: Since the circuit is monotone, the effects of a 
single stuck-at fault on signal values are one way; the 
fault never causes both signal changes 炉 1 and signal 
changes I• 0. It follows that signal values of a pair of 
outputs (0, l) and (1, O) never change into (1, 0) and 
(0, 1), respectively, and the circuit never outputs 
noncode outputs. ロ

Since a synthesized circuit is robustly path-delay 
fault testable, there is always a test vector for every 
single stuck-at fault. However, it does not necessarily 
mean that the circuit is self-testing, because the test 
vector may 竺a noncode input which assigns Oto both 
of Xi and Xi. Self-testing property of synthesized 
circuits is guaranteed by the following proof. 
Lemma 10: Synthesized circuits are self-testing for 
single stuck-at faults. 
Proof: We prove that there is, for each single stuck-at 
fault, a code input that detects the fault. First, we 
discuss faults in BMM circuits. Please remember the 
notation in Lemma 5: 

Su,v• OR (s~.v 、 stv,... 、 S如）

s し，v]s：こ‘：ご：： ：二：：
AND(su,w、,Sw、,v) ( otherwise) 

According to the notation, we must consider eight 
cases for stack-at O (s-a-0) faults and stack-at 1 (s-a-1) 

faults of Su,v 、 st,v, Su,w、、 Sw、,V• Since Su,w、 and Sw、,v are 
symmetric, we only have to consider 6 cases. 
1) s-a-0 fault of Su,v: dominated by s-a-0 faults of s如
in 3). 
2) s-a-1 fault of Su,v: 

The existence of this fault makes Su,v always 1. If 

we map this effect to the original BOD, it corresponds 
to the fact that v is always reachable from u. We 
choose an initial node i from which there is a path to 
u and constant node cb (bE 分） to which there is a 
path from v. We also choose node v'to which there is 
a path from u and whose level is the same as v 
(Existence of node v'is guaranteed as follows: Accordｭ
ing to the simplification rules, the Boolean functions of 
Su,v is not tautology. It means that there is an assignｭ
ment that makes v not reachable from u. Since the 
original BOD is a quasi-reduced one, there should be 
a node of the same level as v which is different from v 
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and to which there is a path from u). Let a be an 
.a a,a.  a 

assignment which satisfies i• U• V• c5 and v-=+cか

This is possible because fv* /v'• Note that Cb is not 
reachable from i under assignment a. When the fault 

a a 
is not present, i• c5 but not i• cb. However, when the 

a a 
fault is present 、 both i• C!i and i• cb hold because v is 

always reachable from u. This co~竺sponds to the fact 
that both of the outputs for [i and J;ｷ take signal value 
1 for input vector d (a). Thus d (a), which is a code 
input, is a test vector for the fault. 
3) s-a-0 fault of s如：

The effect of this fault corresponds to the fact that 
it becomes impossible to reach v from u by way of 
W; under any assignments. A test vector for the fault is 
determined as follows. We choose an initial node i 
from which there is a path to u and constant node cb 
(bE :B) to which there is a path from v. Let a be an 

a a a a 
assignment that satisfies i→ U→閉→v-=+cb. The exis-

tence of a is guaranteed by Lemma 4. When the fault 
is not present, cb is reachable from i by way of u, W; 

and v under assignment a and c5 is not reachable from 
i. However, when the fault is present, both cb and c5 
become unreachable from i. It cor竺spon ds to the fact 
that both of the outputs for [i and [i take signal value 
0 for input vector d(a). Thus d(a), which is a code 
input, is a test vector for the fault. 
4) s-a-1 fault of s如： equivalent to s-a-1 fault of 
Su,v in 2). 
5) s-a-0 fault of s u,w、:equivalent to s-a-0 fault of 
s如 in 3). 
6) s-a-1 fault of Su,w、:

The effect of this fault corresponds to the fact that 
v is reachable from u whenever v is reachable from 
Wj. By a similar discussion as in 2), there is a code 
input which detects the fault. 

We next consider faults in R,,,+1 circuits. This 
circuit is constructed according to formula (1). Let us 
denote the signal line that represents the reachability 
form u竺 v by Su,v and the signal line that represents 
Xi and Xi by Sx、 and s7,, respectively. Then the circuit 
is described as 

叶
Si,、 if e0 (u) = v I¥ e1 (u) * v 

Sx、 if e0 (u) キ v/\e1(u) = v 

The s-a-0 fault and the s-a-1 fault of Su,v is detected 
by the same discussion as in the BMM circuit. We 
must discuss s-a-0 faults and s-a-1 faults of Sx、 ands元
We only show the proofs for faults of Sx、 because the 
proofs for the s石 are the symmetric. 
7) s-a-0 fault of Sx、:

The effect of the fault corresponds to the fact that 
it is impossible to reach e1 (u) from any node u of level 
i. Therefore, the fault is detectable if we choose test 
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a a a 
vector a that satisfies i• U• e1 (U) • cb, where i and 

cb are a proper initial node and a proper constant 
node. 
8) s-a-1 fault of Sx、:

The effect of the fault corresponds to the fact that 
it is always possible to reach e1 (u) from every node u 

of level i. Therefore, the fault is detectable if we 
a a 

゜
a 

choose test vector a that satisfies i→ U→e0(u)→Cか

where i and cb are a proper initial node and a proper 
constant node. 

Now it is proved that all the single stuck-at faults 

are detectable by code inputs. ロ
Theorem 11: Synthesized circuits are totally selfｭ
checking for single stuck-at faults. ロ

6. Experimental Result 

A synthesis program is implemented based on the 
method described so far. An experiment to synthesize 
multi-level circuits are conducted. The procedure for 
the experiment is as follows. 
1) A BOD of the minimum size that represents 

Boolean functions of a given benchmark circuit is 
generated. SBDD package[ 10] was used for generｭ
ating a multi-output BOD. The exact BDD miniｭ
mization method in [8] was used to get the variable 
order except for'181'and'adder 16.'The orders for 
them were determined by hands (Note that the 

optimum variable orders for reduced BDDs are not 
always the optimum for quasi-reduced BDDs). 

2) After removing attributed edges in SBDD package, 

the reduced BDD is converted into the quasiｭ
reduced BDD. 

3) A multi-level circuit is synthesized from the quasiｭ
reduced BOD. In addition to the simplification 
stated in Sect. 4. 2, deletion of signal lines are 

Table I Experimental Result. 

circuit depth #gates #literals CPU time [sec] 
dist 7 256 650 2.08 
dk17 7 180 385 1.45 
dk27 6 54 109 0.97 
f51m 7 138 322 1.31 

misexl 7 105 231 1.16 
mlp4 7 363 890 1.97 
rd53 6 47 98 0.86 
rd73 6 76 162 0.96 
rd84 7 107 231 1.14 
root 7 131 313 1.24 
sao2 , 190 430 1.56 
sqr6 7 138 323 1.38 

adder2 5 36 74 0.81 
adder4 7 88 184 1.15 
adder8 , 208 440 1.71 
adder16 11 480 1024 3.74 

181 , 1555 3873 122.69 
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achieved if there is a signal line that computes the 
same Boolean function as the signal lines (This 
simplification is considered to preserve the testｭ
ability discussed in Sect. 5). No other optimization 
was applied. 
Table 1 summarizes the result. The depth and the 

number of gates are ones obtained by using and and or 
gates of 4-inputs. CPU time shows the time required 

for 2) and 3) on the SPARCstation 1 +. It is observed 
that the depth of the adders increases in proportion to 
the logarithm of the number of inputs. The result tells 

us that the depth is very small 、 but the circuit size is 
considerably large. One reason for this is that the 
circuits are 2-rail logic circuits with on-line testability. 
The other reason is that enough optimization has not 
been applied to the circuits. Since the circuits are 
considered to be globally optimal with respect to 
depth, they are expected to be a good initial solution 

for multi-level optimizer. 

7. Conclusion 

A new method of synthesizing small depth and highly 
testable combinational circuits from BDDs is presｭ
ented. The method is effective if the width of a BOD 
is small, but the circuit size becomes too large when the 
width of the BOD is large. Experimental results also 
show that the circuit size is very large. One reason for 
this is that enough optimization is not applied to the 
synthesized circuits. Detailed performance evaluation 
and investigation of applicability of other optimizaｭ
tion methods is the future work to be carried out. 
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